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Profile
I am an enthusiastic, innovative and self-motivated network and system administrator. I
have worked with Linux and Unix as well as Windows in the past. To finalize my bachelor
degree in Applied Computer Science I am looking for an (international) internship in the
system and network administration (IT) department.

Personal information
Date of birth: 9th May 1988
Place of birth: Anderlecht, Brussels
Citizenship: Belgian
Sex: male
Languages: Dutch (native), French (native), English (good), German (notions)

Professional experience
Gentaur Belgium, spring and summer 2009
Gentaur is a world leading biochemical distributor. With limited own staffing, Gentaur
hired me as “freelance” network and system administrator. I was in charge of solving their
1st line problems, as well as some more advanced Windows Server or Exchange issues.
ING Bank Belgium, November 2006-July 2007
As a Customer Direct Channel Support (1st line, call center). I was responsible for solving
technical issues with ING’s customers and their internet banking software, as well as
limited commercial activities for ING (cross-selling). ING supported all Windows
platforms, Mac (8, 9 and X) and Linux. Support was mainly given by phone and e-mail.
DHL Belgium (holiday job), August 2005
As a 2nd line field support employee at the IT-department of DHL Belgium, I was
responsible for solving onsite hardware and software issues.
Rootspirit, 2004-present
Rootspirit is a Dutch company, started by 3 friends. We started this with the idea to learn
and explore Linux (and later on other operating systems as well) in a professional
environment. To fund the startup of Rootspirit we decided to commercially sell hosting,
but recently we have ceased all commercial activities and all server are used for nonprofit or personal activities only. I am responsible for server administration, as well as
technical and commercial support.
Brosella, 2006-present
Brosella is a non-profit organization providing Brussels with year-round (usually) free
festivals and events. As volunteer I started with updating all content on the website; but I
now also manage their workstations as well as their storage server. During Brosella’s
biggest event, I am responsible for providing the whole festival ground with internet and
WiFi access.

Education
2000-2006: K.A. Grimbergen (Brussels, Belgium): Economy & Modern languages.
ASO (high school) degree
2007-2010: Karel de Grote (Antwerp, Belgium): Network & System Administration
Bachelor Applied Computer Science (currently in my 3rd year)

IT related Skills
Linux
Experienced with Gentoo, Debian and Ubuntu distribution. I manage Linux servers where
both security and the services are very important. I am experienced with firewalls
(iptables) on Linux, as well as services, like Apache, nginx, openvpn, MySQL, Squid, FTP,
Bind, statistics and logging, Samba and more. I have over 7 years of Linux experience.
Mac OS X
Experienced with Mac OS X and Mac OS X Server and have set up numerous services
on a Mac, in environments where security is of the upmost importance.
Windows Server
Experienced with both Windows Server 2003 and Windows 2008. Over the years I have
set up all important services, like Active Directory, DNS, IIS, Auditing and Exchange. I
also have some knowledge of Powershell.
UNIX
Deployed openBSD a few times and I am familiar with setting up simple services such as
SSH and Apache. I also worked with IBM AIX for a short amount of time.
Cisco
I am certified for CCNA 1 to 4. The CCNA certifications will be given to me at my
graduation.
Virtualization
Knowledge of Xen (running with a Linux host).
As for VMware, I have good VMware server and a some ESXi (and vSphere) knowledge.
Programming
Over the years I have done limited programming work to support my system
administration duties. Although this is not the main focus of my profile, I can manage in
Java, C, C# and PHP.

